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Abstract 
Everyday Syria needs 500 million SYP as a fuel cost for electric generation stations, which is equal to 
170 billion SYP per year. There are 5.3 million subscribers, each of them receives annual subsidies of 320 
US$.  
In order to avoid expected shortage of electric energy this year and next years, a contract has been 
concluded with Turkey to provide us with 550 MW. Notably, there are many projects under construction 
now, which will support electric net by 2600 MW nearly. 
Theoretical wind potential in Syria is estimated by 80000 MW nearly. By primary evaluation of 
promising areas, we find that the actual wind potential is close to theoretical one. In case there is a big 
electric net, which is connected synchronically with Europe, or close neighbours such theoretical potential 
can be converted to actual one. 
Currently, installing wind surveillance stations is increasing in the promising areas gradually by installing 
25 stations. There are many projects under construction in different Syrian areas such as: Higani, and 
Sughni with 50-100 MW for each location. Now companies wishing to execute such project are being 
evaluated. 
National Centre for Energy Researches announced a tender for calling offers to establish typical wind 
farm of 40-50 MW in Qutina are on the north side of  Qutina lake to west-south of Homs . It is expected 
that such wind farm would provide electric net with 150 million Kwh nearly. 
 KEYWORD: WIND TURBINE, WIND FARM, WINDY LATENCY, CAPACITY, PROMISING AREAS. 
        Syrian Arab Republic, capital : Damascus  
Location: west-north of Mediterranean between latitudes 32-37, and longitudes 35-42 Greenwich east. 
The shore line is 183 km long. Syrian area is about 185 km2, and of 23 million populations as per 2011 
statistics. 
Available online at www.sciencedirect.com
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.
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1- Electric Energy Sector in Syrian Arab Republic : 
    Electric Energy Sector in Syrian is the only governmental one. Ministry of electricity set out a 
comprehensive plan to develop it, and to establish generation stations until 2030. Also there are feasibility 
studies that are being accomplished in maximum speed that will help in supporting house and industrial 
electricity. Because investing in energy should not be a mutation but rather connected basically with 
economic and social developing plan, as well as adopted policies; as average of growing demands on 
energy are variant between years in accordance with many reasons: climate change, building so many 
projects, increasing tourists numbers etc. By conducting many statistics in accordance with data of 
ministry of electricity [1], we find the following:  
Total GDP of electric sector, by fixed prices of previous years, has attained as shown in the table (1):  
GDPSYP-
million
GDP
million Euro
Population 
/thousands 
GDP/capita
Table (1) 
The distribution of such output in accordance with sectors is as per the following table (2):  
Agriculture 
Industry &mining 
Constructions 
Whole sale & retail 
trading 
Transport& 
communications & 
storage
Finance& insurance & 
real estates 
Society& personal  
services 
Government service 
Non profitable 
organizations 
Custom duties 
Finance service 
Total 
Table (2) 
As for final consumption distribution of electric energy in Syria for 2010[1] chart (1):  
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Chart (1) 
Therefore, quantities of consumed fuel in generation stations belonging to General Establishment for 
electric generation and transportation are as shown in the table (3): 
Statement  Unit  
Fuel oil  
Thousand 
Ton 
1000 M/T  
Diesel  1000 M/T 1000 M/T 
Natural 
gas  
Million 
ton 
1000 M/T 
Total  1000 M/T  
Table (3) 
 Generation stations are divided as per used fuel as following[1] chart (2):
Chart (2) 
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As for next years 2000-2030, [1] expected consumption and demand on energy is shown in the following 
charts(3a),(3b) :  
                                                           Chart (3a)                                                                                            chart (3b) 
In according with such statistics, and information of ministry of electricity, and ministry of petroleum we 
conclude the following:  
- Local sources of petroleum fuels are limited as per available information by ministry of 
petroleum & metallic resources. It is estimated by 3 million ton of fuel oil annually, and 24 
million cubic meter of natural gas per day. Notably, there is increasing demand for those two 
products in order to produce electricity. 
- As from 2015, available petroleum fuels quantities will not be enough for the needs of 
generation stations .Therefore, we should mix used fuels such as using coal, liquidated 
natural gas and sources of renewable energy. 
      Those challenges in the sector of energy and electricity led to emerging the following significant 
alternatives:  
- Applying procedures of elevating efficiency of using energy in all forms, and different 
usages, namely in the field of generation, transport and distributing electricity. 
- Full exploitation of new and renewable energy resources in both demand and provision 
altogether. 
2-1- Government Policy to deal with this energy fact in Syria: 
President Bashar Alassad issued law no. 3 of 22-2-2009 (law of preserving energy). The aims of such law 
are:  
- Supporting economic and social development in Syrian Arab Republic. 
- Extending the expiry of available oil reserves in Syria as long as possible. 
- Decreasing negative effects resulting from using different kinds of energy transporters. 
- Contributing to satisfying requirements of sustainable development. 
    In order for the law to realize its aims, it works on:  
1- Spread and apply concepts of preserving energy, including rationalizing energy consumption, 
preserving it, and elevating its usage efficiency in all fields, which have permanent influence 
on averages of energy production and consumption.  
2- Spread usage of renewable energy with its different applications. 
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Also, he issued the law no. 32 of 14-11-2010 concerning general policy of electricity sector in Syria:  
Law aims:  
Article 2: 
1- Securing electricity in order to meet the needs of society and national economy. 
2- Allowing public sector, joint sector, national-local- Arab-foreign private sector to invest in the 
fields of generation and distribution. 
3- Support and encourage usage of renewable energy in different fields and nationalizing its 
industry.  
Article 3:
Upon applying this law, ministry will assume, in addition to its duties defined in legislative decree no. 94 
of 1974, the following tasks and authorities:  
1- Elevating efficiency of using energy, and encourage usage of renewable energies. 
2- Grant license to private sector to invest in the fields of generation, and distribution; besides 
granting licenses for self and reserve generation. 
3- Issue tariff of selling electricity for different frequencies and for all usages. 
4- Adopt rates of exchanging electricity to ensure protecting the interests of all sector's parties. 
5- Adopt the rates of using transport and distribution nets, and the conditions that should be 
included in the contracts related thereto. 
Article 28:
It is possible to buy produced electricity by projects of renewable energies, which can be connected to 
distribution net if technical capabilities are available, and in accordance with the rules , conditions and 
capacities set by the ministry , and encouraging prices that the ministry recommends and issued by 
decision of prime ministers in the following cases :  
- The surplus products by subscribers whose their consumption depend basically on electricity, 
which is produced by generating their respective renewable energies. 
- Electricity which is produced by licensed projects of renewable energies, and can be 
connected to distribution net .  
3- Actual Wind Energy 
        Theoretical wind potential in Syria is estimated by 80000 MW. 
By primary evaluation of promising areas , we find that the actual wind potential is close to theoretical 
one. In case there is a big electric net , which is connected synchronically with Europe , or close 
neighbours , such theoretical potential can be converted to actual one. 
Presumably, we will benefit from 10% of such potential wind, farms wind of 8000 MW can be installed. 
Notably Homs area has potential more than such capacity[2]. 
-  Currently, installing wind surveillance stations is increasing in the promising areas gradually by 
installing 25 stations.  
National Centre for Energy Researches announced a tender for calling offers (no. 2010/4) to supply and 
install 25 new wind surveillance stations with 60 m height ( later on ,collected data will be used to 
prepare Wind Atlas for Syria in cooperation with metrology Dept). Appropriate places to install new 
stations were defined in cooperation with metrology Dept, General Firm of water resources, and General 
Firm of Agricultural researches.   
Results of Estimating wind resources 2002-2006 Table (4): 
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NO Area Site
Annual Average
Wind Speed
Annual Operation 
Hours
m/s hour
1 HOMS SINDIANAH1-2 8 2,979
2 2,979
3 QUNEITRA NABE ALFOAR 6.2 2,055
4 DARAA GHABAGHEB 6.6 2,959
5 HOMS JANDAR 7.7 1,9066 HASIA 6.1 1,375
7 HOMS QUTINA 7.8 3,175
8 HAMA ETHRIA 6.2 2,337
9 DAMSCUS COUNTRY SIDE ALHIJANA 6.7 2,731
10 DARAA ALHARA 7.6 2,000
11 EDLIB EDLIB 6.28 2,682
15 HOMS ALSUKHNA 7.18 2691
Table (4) 
Locations of available &planed wind surveillance stations fig (1):
fig (1) 
Ministry of electricity orientation until 2030 is to install 2500 MW. 
Currently, there are many projects to be contracted for; or to be announced. 
Under contracting projects : 
- Electro-wind farm in Qutina with a capacity of 50MW 
- Estimate wind resources, and buy 25 new stations to measure wind speed, and to install them 
in different country areas, whereby the total number of such station becomes42 stations[2] . 
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Projects to be Announced :
- Electro- two wind farms in Higani & Sighni with capacity of 50-100 MW for each [3]. 
- Electro-wind farm in Qutina (2) with capacity of 50 MW 
- Electro-wind farm in Ghabaghib with capacity of 50MW. 
3- Feasibility Study
       upon preparing feasibility study for a project of renewable energies , it should be taken into 
consideration , the environmental harm as a result of using traditional energy , economic loses and other 
additional costs as a result of emission gases , which affect negatively the climate , and human health in 
general . 
3-1- Saved fuel & Co2 in case of establishing wind farms with a capacity of 2500 MW:  
     Upon designing any project of wind energy, we should select optimum wind turbine, which fits the 
area date, for which designing the station is made . Selecting a turbine of optimum capacity has the main 
role of defining energy resulting from wind farm as a whole. Such selection is not made randomly, but 
rather depending on wind conditions in the studied area . 
As electricity production depending on wind energy is subject to weather change, where sometimes the 
wind turbine does not operate due to lack of adequate wind speeds . Such plays a role in defining final 
energy resulting from the farm. So there are certain hours in which the project operates , thus , we make 
the following calculations :  
Saved fuel is calculated through:  
- Defining fuel quantities which we need to produce the energy, which is produced by the 
station (Kwh) if we produce the same energy by traditional station. 
- Calculating the amount of money, as a result of saving the fuel , due to using wind 
technology to produce energy instead of using heating/or gas station in order to produce the 
same energy quantity[4],[5] . 
Calculating saved Co2
- Emissions saving  
- Sale saving in accordance with Kyoto treaty, where decreasing emissions/or usage of Co2 in 
the air the companies would get a credit for each ton of Co2 that prevented from entering 
external atmosphere . 
In case wind farms of 2500 MW capacity are installed in areas of appropriate wind speeds in 
Syria in accordance with wind data in such areas; and presumably , such stations will operate 
2500 hours annually on average out of 8760 hours annually . Therefore energy resulting from 
wind farm is:  
2500 * 2500 = 6250000 Mwh/year 
By comparing with traditional fuel station, the production of one KWh needs 250 gram fuel. So, 
we calculate the saved fuel by generating 6250 X 10 6 from wind farm annually:  
0.250 * 6250 * 10 6 = 1562500 ton of fuel.
Calculating saved Co2:
Burning one ton of oil would cause emission of 3.1 ton of Co2:
3.1 * 1562500= 4843750 ton of Co2
As per Kyoto treaty, saved Co2 is paid by $12 for each ton. 
Saved money as a result of non Co2 emission:  
12 * 4843750= 18750 * 10 3 $ per year 
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Therefore, 18750 * 10 3 $ is saved per year in case of using source of renewable energy. By 
converting it into Syrian pounds with dollar rate of 47.5 nearly:  
47.5 * 18750 * 10 3 $ = 890.625 *10 6 SYP per year 
in case of using gas, each one ton of burned gas would cause 2.16 ton of Co2 emissions ( burning 
natural gas lead to lesser quantity of Co2 (28%) than those made by oil  
.
Such feasibility study can be made for any area in the world if adequate data is available. 
4- conclusions 
Local resources of petroleum fuel , and available quantities will not be enough as from 2015 for 
the needs of generation stations . So, we should go to other solutions including using renewable 
energy resources. 
Using resources of available renewable energy in the country would make double economic 
saving. On one hand it saves the fuel needed to produce the same quantity of electricity, and on 
other hand it saves Co2 emissions that can be sold in accordance with Kyoto treaty, besides 
environmental benefit as a result of decreasing gas emissions. 
Recent governmental orientation, policies, and laws permit private investment in the field of 
renewable energy, and connecting them to the net if technically such thing is possible. 
As per international studies, investing in the traditional energy is better in concern with costs and 
profitability, than renewable energy . This is in accordance with microeconomic, repayment time 
and profitability. 
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